Graveure To Give Concert Wednesday

Versatile Baritone Continues Artistic Beacon Through Night

Louis Graveure, baritone of international fame, will sing at Lawrence Memorial chapel Tuesday evening as the second number of this season's series.

Because of his fine voice and artistic interpretation, Mr. Graveure's reputation as an oratorio and concert singer has been established both in this country and abroad, in Europe. His name alone is synonymous with names of artists who are recognized throughout the United States.

It is said that Mr. Graveure is the most versatile baritone in the concert stage. This does not refer to a high pitch in many languages and that he can sing in several different types, but rather that he is so skillful at making the most of his voice that he can claim it if it hadn't already been claimed.

His versatility is also that of a man of many languages and that his pronunciation in all of them is perfect. He can even claim a knowledge of certain streams. Through his wide knowledge of the mind of Christ to the great world of paganda nor revivalism, but is devoted to the cause of Christian missions. The composer is a member of the Oxford club, will at the same time, Iowa State tied Illinois. But

Thursday, December 9, is to begin immediately after the Friday Fraternity and the Raymond Smith, both members of the Oxford club, will at the same time, Iowa State tied Illinois. But

Wednesday (Continued on Page 4)
of the college. W. R. cannot be blamed for not wishing to incur the expense incident to the venture. But it is a lamentation that Lawrence would have the Midwest meet in the spring.

For Sophomore "Boxing" Struggles

The awarding to Ripon of the annual Midwest conference track meet here every year has fallen in student interest from THE sport Lawrence college bookroom which was opened this year second to the Warwick foot has shown a marked improvement in sales and accessibility. Instead of being open once a day it is open every day from 9:30 to 12:00 and from 1:13 to 2:25, thus doubling the number of students who last year had to ask for a book the day before, etc. It is being well shot by now—pretty well shot by now.

The next day all the women in the class brought their records and gave only five-minute speeches.

This younger generation is cutting down the time and quantity of everything. It used to be ten nights in a barroom, now it's five nights in a backroom.

Lena Pile, '28, a student in English, is doing substitute work at the Kimberly high school and is earning the capacity of a Latin teacher.

Contributions

Gone, Junior, Sophomore, Freshman

Where is your class spirit? Class basketball practices have been held for several weeks on Thursday, and last week about eight girls of one complete class team have reported. For all but one week left to members, you have no school left to members yourselves. The interclass tournament will be held next week and the winning team will be the girls with the most spirit for a twenty-five-cent gift. Third, and fourth team tournaments.

The contributors' column is open to the student body. The contributors' column is open to the student body. The contributors' column is open to the student body. The contributors' column is open to the student body. The contributors' column is open to the student body. The contributors' column is open to the student body. The contributors' column is open to the student body. The contributors' column is open to the student body.

The Year's Greatest Comedy

"THE VALLEY OF APPLES"—WM. BOYD, MARY ASTOR
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Midwest Meet
For '28 To Be Run At Ripon

Lack of 230 Yard Straight-away Loses Track Meet To Lawrence

Ripon college was awarded the semi-
annual Midwest conference meet scheduled for June 5 instead of Lawrence, as was originally specified, at a meeting of the conference officials held in Chicago last Saturday. Although the bid was given to Lawrence for the 1928 meet earlier in the year, lack of a 230 yard straight-away, necessary in official meets, caused the change in favor of Ripon.

Seek Alumnae

At the same meeting a petition for membership was submitted by Lake Forest college, of Lake Forest, Illinois, members of the W.I. league. The petition has been referred to a special committee and a report will be made at the May session of the conference.

An informal report was made to the members of the conference officials from about 80 students who had enroiled in the campus at the university. It is understood that this student group has been organized for the past two years.

The college is the 22nd to request the alumnae at the national collegiate meeting in New York, to which about 200 Cornell representatives, previously designated, are to be referred.

Volleyball Class

Managers Elected

Dorothy Kramer, '29, Helen Ziegler, '30, and Robert Barbour, '29, have been elected class managers for volleyball. The winter manager, Oliver Shevlin, also elected.

Volleyball practices will be held daily from 1:00-4:00, and on Thursday and Friday the regular schedule will be followed. Senior and junior girls may practice with 1:00 and 2:00 gym classes if they cannot attend practice periods.

Basketball

Four Basketball Teams Suspended

The basketball team was suspended until after the Christmas holidays. At this time, after a short period of preparation in the various homes, two of the major sports of the schedule, basketball and bowling, will come into action.

Bowling

The bowling season will get under way next year, the first, the closing of the above mentioned being prepared to start make up the season. The regular bowling team is scheduled to meet on January 8. From then until February 20 all will be full of bowling activities, the alley at the Elks’ club will be full of teams, and teams will be full of pin action because the only team to win two straight at the Delta Pikes. The Beta-Phi Tau will be the Theta Phi’s only opponent this week, however, and the Theta Phi’s only opponent for the year.

Satisfaction

CONWAY HOTEL BARBER SHOP

Satisfaction guaranteed or money back

Hotel Northern Barber Shop, 231 N. Appleton St.

Ryan & Long

Plumbing and Heating

Candle Glow Tea Room

Appleton’s most delightful luncheon and dining service—For individuals and for groups

If you have $35 for an overcoat?

You’ll find them here made by Hart Schaffner & Marx; values only possible through great volume and concentration.

The Continental

Max P. Krautsch

Ladies’ and Gents’ CLEANING, PRESSING and REPAIRING

Hotel Appleton Barber Shop for Service

Hotel Appleton

For Your Banquet

Sunday Dinner

John A. Brill, Proprietor

Hotel Appleton Barber Shop for Service

New Price $25 to $75
In TRUTH STRANGER THAN FICTION?
In these two books, dealing with Africa, we have a striking paradox. One
is biography, a record of the author's own experiences. The other is fiction,
an imaginative story. The former tells of life as it actually was; the
latter is a fictitious story. The latter is told to us as real life.
TRADGED BORN by Alfred Alloys Horn and Ethelreda Lewis. Simon
and Schuster of New York. It is told in ballad form by Joseph Conrad—Joseph Conrad,
whose first literary venture was an opera. The opera was sponsored by Galsworthy even
to this, the original essay in literature
of Alfred Alloys Horn.
This book, one of the outstanding
best-sellers of the year, unpretentiously
seeks its success in its style, its style of presentation, its appeal. The
latter quality—the sense of adventure, of life, of exploration, of
life close to the earth—will sincerely
draw our attention. The book is in ballad form. It holds to the
characteristics that hold the family, the free talk of Alfred at end of each chapter, the
human touch, which we hear so much in
and as really. Listen to this: "Aye, the
American must have a sentiment, whether he is in search of many of the
best foods or in literary matters
we are proud of our new-grown, our un
man's not to be called6. His knowledge of a
fame of his own and call another fel
or his own?"
This is the meaning of the
thing along to au re voir before I wear
tout me welcome."

Sociology

Parties Given During Week-end
Alpha Gamma Phi held a formal dance at the Valley Inn, Neenah, Sat
night. The orchestra was Jack and the Chan
considered to be the greatest in the area.
The goofs were served, and tables were arranged
to be seated under the lights. A seventeen
and twenty-five dollar dinner was served.

Assurance of Birth

Oo Doughter

Word has been received of the birth of a daughter, Miss Chen, to Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Vinzen, Neenah. Miss
Vincenc, 74, is a member of the Thirtieth Pti fraternity.

Society Alpha Iota
Announcement

Announcement was made of the
inauguration on Sunday of Louise Graham
van, 74. Mrs. Luther Butterworth, Cincinnati, Ohio, who is national
president of the society. A musical program was presented by the sorority.
A luncheon in Mrs. Butterworth's honor will be held this week at the
Castle Glen Tea Room.

Sisters Phi Epsilon
Initiation Prom

John Burgundy, Arthur Parker, both
74; John Luedtke, and Kenneth Miles, both
78, were initiated into Sigma Phi Epsilon.

Marriage of Alumni

Announcement is made of the mar
riage of Doris Blake, Appleton, to Roy
Hamburg, both 78. The wedding will be held at the
Conway Hotel Monday.

Initiation Announced

By Beta Sigma Phi

Beta Sigma Phi announces the initi
ation on Friday of John Keating, 78; Robert Pepke, ex-3A, Milwaukee, who
was initiated as an associate member.

Many Entertainments at Social Dances

The pledge of Phi Mu entertained
the pledges of other sororities in
the chapter rooms on E. Lawrence street Sunday morning.

Fig. Chi Sigma entertained Dr. and
Mrs. G. Cast at dinner at the fraternity
house Sunday. The pledge of Phi Chi Sigma, initiated as an associate
in the fraternity.

Momeni of Kappa Delta held a
croopy Sunday afternoon in the sorority
house Sunday afternoon.

Initiation Announced

By Alpha Sigma Phi

Alpha Sigma Phi entertained
the initiation of five new members at a
luncheon in the Crystal room of the Con
way Hotel Sunday.
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The Upstairs Dress Shop

218 E. College Avenue

For your own Christmas present select one of our new
dresses, designed especially for Holiday wear.

$1.00 to $3.50

The Hosiery Shop

Mending Service 35c and up
(Over Western Union)

You'll Want To

Look Your

"Prettist" on Christmas—that means you must have just "the" tie to go with that suit and just "the" scarf to go with that overcoat—can't afford to take a chance on what Santa may or may not bring—so we suggest you get for yourself just "the" tie and scarf from "the" swell assortments at

Thodie Good Clothes

Bewitching Dance Frocks

$15!

Beautiful frocks—for figures that embody personality and distinctive-ness for the modern man who seeks individ
uality in her apparel. Thoroughly feminine in charac
ter—they are crepe of fine Crepe, Satins, Chiffons and Taffetas in a wide variety of models—as two alike?
Featured in shades that are at their best under artificial lighting. Cleverly trimmed with sparkling beads, flowers and satin ribbons.

Second Floor—Dress Section